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The Savior and the Lords of Light are returning to lead the elect in a great Exodus to higher worlds of
Light. Know Him and know the Way (Jn. 14:1-4).
2 The Hebrew word nachosheth, “brass” or “bronze,” is a symbol of the active flow of spiritual energies
in the subtle body often experienced as an energy current running up the spine and throughout the body.
3 In the Holy Bible this is the “brazen serpent” Moses raises on a pole to heal the
people. Moses corrects the misuse of power with the teaching of the fully developed
staff, often shown as two coiling energies circling up a pole (Sanskrit: kundalini). The
pole represents the spinal column containing seven seals, points of energy
transduction. The Heb. word for “pole,” nes, is the same as that for “banner.”
4 When “trained up in the way it should go,” this circuit of spiritual energy (the youth,
Pro. 22:6) expands to meet the descending Holy Spirit from above (the Dove, Acts 2)
in the place overhead known as the 8th chakra, and in the Bible, called the “8th Day,”
the seat of Covenant. The seven seals of the body thus receive the baptism of the Holy
Spirit and the baptism of fire (Lu. 3:16).
5 Fully activated, the subtle body system becomes an antenna, now informed from
higher Thresholds of Light. The atonement of Christ paid our karmic debt, He restored our connection to
the Lamb’s Throne. The Pleiades is a seat of positive programming, the spiritual Sun energy: the Kolob.
6 Some souls are on a rigorous path of righteousness but are not accepting the “youth” component (the
awakening of the subtle bodies of Light), they are restricted due to a feeling of completeness. Others
have the Scepter (or Crown chakra seal) opened because they received a baptism of fire (or initiation)
previously but they resist progress. For some the Initiation came prematurely because they sought it from
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impure desire or a sense of
entitlement, sacrificing due
process. Some accepted an
immediate outcome before they
accepted the full program.

Where are the twenty-five letters of the Shema that
unify my creation, above and below? This is how the
sparks shall be regathered.

7 In some cases the initiated
soul stations herself in the
wilderness between security and
letting go. But in this condition,
the youth within (the innocence
that can enter into heaven), is not
properly fed. Zech. 11:16, The
one stationing herself he will not
supply with food.
8 The inner song fades without
the feast of the Word, for it is the
daily bread that sustains the life
essence and innocence of the
youth.
9 In these cases, distortions in
the life path are amplified due to
an extra current flowing in
through the opened Scepter (at
the Crown chakra, the 7th seal).
10 Some would shut it off if
they could but knowledge once
gained cannot be un-learned.
11 A higher flow of current has
been directed into the soul and
must complete a circuit. If the
circuit is not able to complete
properly, if the flow cannot be
grounded back to Purpose, it
will seek the path of least
resistance and short-circuit
along the path of unfulfilled
desire. The soul then makes
assumptions, dissects, and
dilutes the instruction of Light.
12 Deu. 4:4, But you that did
cleave unto YHWH Eloheikem
are alive every one of you this
day.
13 Some souls are initiated to
the level of descending fire of
the Sirius threshold, but cannot
progress until consciousness is

The sounding of the trumps: Flux Controllers modulate
Light emanations from stellar regions such as M87 to
change times and seasons: the field is white.
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initiated with the knowledge of sequence in the heavenly structure of the higher manifold. The soul must
become phase locked to the next level into which it is graduating: it must be born again, receive a new
name, and accept the image garment given in the name of YHWH (1Cor. 3:13-17).
14 Thus equipped, the ascendant soul can enter into the overlapping dimensions of higher consciousness,
the pillar of the cloud by day (Vehicle of Light) and the pillar of fire by night for the expansion of the
soul. To be restored to the parent body of Light is to enter into the pillar of names of YHWH (Shemoth).
15 Understand your initiation into the “opening of the mouth” mystery: Ps. 81:10, I am YHWH, your
Elohim, — “the One who sets the creational pattern that brought you into existence.”
16 Which brought you out of the land of Egypt, — “out of the enslavement of the physical entropy, the
negative influences, and the fallen programmers.”
17 Open your mouth wide and I will fill it, — “open to receive the expansion of your energy system so I
can fill you with the Spirit, My instruction, My Word, and reconnect you to your parent spiritual body.”
18 The rise and stand of the subtle body system is shepherded and received by the Order of Melchizedek.
“Experience” won’t transfer knowledge at this level. The lover of Wisdom keeps fervent prayer.
19 All the souls, whether they are preparing to
leave from the Sirius station or Arcturus, are
precious pearls in the Shekinah’s cosmic rosary.
This Instruction of Return in the repairing of the
universe is given that She may be adorned.

20 This teaching is given with the judgments as
a redemptive force, not all will receive. Those
who do will be transformed for my name will be
in them. What is a true teaching then? One
that brings you home to Me. One that came
from Me to bring you home to Me. Therefore it
must reveal Origin, for how else could you
connect the beginning to the end and the end to
the beginning.
21 Let my voice be heard, for in that you shall
know. I am calling you to the marriage feast,
the evening meal, the setting of the Son, and I
await you with outstretched arms that I may
receive you as a child, “na’ar.” It is not the
physical-mental-emotional body, but the youth
that is trained up in the way it is to go. That is
why this teaching calls forth the ancient mystery
of the brazen serpent raised on the banner, the
subtle body ignited with the Seraphic fire of my
love. Stand blameless before Me. Amen.

“Face to Face”

Knowing without pride,
Confidence without ego,
Love without need.
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Deliverance Template
π: עז

Hashmalim, Eze. 1:4
36 candles &
Shekinah Valor

Orion and Pleiades
Job 38:31

Seed packets
Divine language

Arms of the Galaxy:
Wings of the Eagle

Center of the Galaxy:
Cosmic Memory

22 When Yeshua accelerates you to the World to Come, you receive your image garment. The image
garment is the brilliance, the splendor, and the glory of YHWH. The image garment is the splendor that
prepares you to transmigrate into a celestial field of glory to co-reign with Christ (Ps. 139: 8-9).
23 The transcription process is shown in the Deliverance Template above. Sacred language establishes
the image code within the grids of development. Ephraim is the seeding and fruitfulness of the image
codes. Manasseh represents the cosmic memory functions originating from the center of the galaxy.
24 The Deliverance Template is in Geburah (Judgment/Power) in the Tree of Life, the place of the
Decree that balances judgment and mercy for perfect measure of soul development. You are not delivered
without the Judgment as a grace of restoration (Is. 30:17-18, 23). The soul must be given full measure to
go on. For this reason the Ancient of Days must sit and the records in Arcturus must be opened, Dan. 7:9.
25 On, the “consciousness Light,” is the eighth chakra grid using the fire-letters and geometries of the
Treasury of Light to transcribe the coding of our new garment. “On” is not established on Earth without
the connection back to the Great House, the Beth-El, which is the model of the “Way” using the Father’s
sacred name Y-H-W-H. Gen. 15:5, “…and He said unto him, thus ( )כהshall your seed be.”
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26 God’s nostrils breathe life into us (Heb. neshamah), fusing soul and spirit, they also deliver judgment.
27 Ps. 18:7-8, Then the earth shook and trembled; the foundations also of the hills moved and were
shaken, because he was wroth. There went up a smoke out of his nostrils, and fire out of his mouth
devoured: coals were kindled by it. — allowing the Zohar brilliance to be seen (in a time of favor).
28 “Nostrils enflamed” because He has a message for His people and it’s only given through the full
structure of the Vehicle fully formed and priesthood fully anointed in the mystery of transference. All
twelve points around the earth are fulfillment of receiving His message of redemption, fulfillment of the
Light Program, time of the Harvest, time of the Judgment, set as the Decree of the Father, it “must be
heard.”
29 Before the congregation, on gold timeline day 380, the
first Prophecy Template is turned to judgment:
Zecharyahu (Zechariah, “Yah remembers”), because
“that’s how I make them male.” Day 380 is 9-19-2014,
erev 25th of Elul, the same Heb. calendar day upon
which He centered the opened Eye (8-30, 2013). The
25th of Elul (Merkabah Template, Ch. 12 in the Book of
Levels) marks the traditional “first day of creation.”
30 We are His temples to His name, the generative seed
sent forth from the Origin, the Beingness, the
Consciousness, the whole On, I am to I Am.
31 That’s why it says: “‘I Am’ has sent me to you” in
Ex. 3:14. That’s why it has a voice, that voice is
Metatron because that emanates the very instruction from
the walls within the sanctuary of the Dove.
32 The inner mind is the Katsir Kame, the thinking
starlight, the higher intelligence imbued in the temples of
God which are the peoplehood of God in His cubic
space. His Law, that constant feature, the nartoomid, the
connection of the altar marked with a shin and heh, put
there in witness that the Judgments restore His Holy Law
on the altars of space-time. Yeshua ha-Meshiach, made it
no longer necessary for the sacrifice of animals, but now
we have the sacrifice of the perfection of the Christ that
the way to the Tree of Life is both kept and remembered.
33 So you, my beloved, in the grail formation of the cup of five points, keep my way to the Tree of Life.
And you, my beloved, in the priesthood function, remember the sacred pattern and the giving of
Communion that they do this in remembrance of Me.
34 Jer. 8:7, Even the stork [Heb. hasiydah: “pious bird” cf. Bennu] in the heavens knows its appointed
times; and the turtledove and the crane and the swallow observe the time of their coming; but my people
know not the judgment of YHWH.
35 The Great Pyramid, corresponding to the threshold of Alnitak in Orion’s belt, contains the precise
harmonics that quicken the mind of man. It is a witness to the measures and cycles used in building the
inner temple of ascendent human consciousness. The sacred cubit (of 25 pyramid inches) is the celestial
measure of a day (Book of Abraham). The “one day to a cubit” measure is given in the length of one side
of the “full design” footprint of the Great Pyramid which measures 365.24 sacred cubits (defining the
equinoctial year of 365.24 days, the Enoch circle encoded throughout the Pyramid, Gen. 5:23).
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36 The Great Pyramid, as an Altar to YHWH (Is. 19:19-20), is a model of the seventh chakra opening
beyond the world’s perception of time. The Sphinx, meaning “to close a circle,” represents the vehicle
which quickens consciousness to operate in multiple time fields simultaneously.
37 The obelisk at Heliopolis, ancient On, marks the 8th chakra grid directing the expansion of
consciousness (seen as a flame over the head). The Sphinx, facing east, bears witness to the
connection of the seventh chakra to the eighth, symbolized by the annual alignment of Sirius
(wolf star) rising with the Sun as it enters Leo—this is the Benjamin Gate (Gen. 49:27).
38 Sirius, named the “scorcher” in Greek, Sothis, is the “great star burning like a torch,” the
third trump, (Rev. 8:10). A “Sothic” year (of the ancient Sirius calendar) is 365 days long, a quarter of a
day less than a full equinoctial year. The Sothic “New Year’s Day” arrives one day earlier every four
years. Song of Songs 6:10, Who is she that looks forth from the dawn, fair as the moon, clear as the sun,
awesome as a company with banners?
39 Fifty Sothic years (of 365 days even) contain 618 lunations (of 29.53059 days). .618 is the reciprocal
of the golden ratio, a foundation of life processes. .618 is a key ratio in the earth grid geometry (of an
icosidodecahedron), thus the Sothic cycle is a carrier wave in the attunement to higher thresholds.
40 The Biblical Joseph represents the shepherding function of the Arcturus threshold, he is linked with
his brother Benjamin as the Sothic cycle. The mother of Joseph and Benjamin was Rachel, she was
grandmother to Ephraim and Manasseh (p. 5). Rachel is a name of the Shekinah sphere in the Tree of
Life, symbolically the “moon,” given for appointed times (Ps. 104:19).
41 The orbital speed of the moon is 33 arcminutes per hour, coded as the measure of the base perimeter
of the Capstone of the Great Pyramid. The Pleiades cluster, 33 degrees from the start of the Zodiacal
wheel, is the Lamb’s Throne: it traverses the night sky to turn the shadow of death into morning and make
the day dark with night (Amos 5:8). The spinal column has 33 bones, and when the divine locks within
are uncoiled and fully activated, it is the “Leviathan pulled out with a hook” (Job 41:1). It becomes the
“pillar of fire by night” (Neh. 9:19), to show them light and the way wherein they should go.
42 The 1260 day time factor, “given in the days of the sounding of the seventh angel,” reveals the end of
the time for the kundalini staff to be measured. You’ve come to accept my salvation, now see the enormity
of what it is. My word is trembling but it must be heard. There must be a procuring of the connection
with the hunter, the fields of higher Light governance of Orion, through the entirety of that mystery on all
its levels in preparation for this people, ha-am ha-zeh, to cross the Jordan by way of the gate, across the
bridge that they may not fall into the terror of the null for lack of the image and similitude.
43 Joseph’s bones, the mysteries contained in the hidden vaults, were taken up out of Egypt and buried in
Shechem, meaning “shoulder.” The star alpha Orionis is the right shoulder of the “hunter” of Orion. The
convective currents of the star, the “granules,” generate a light pulse. The light pulse of A Orionis is
part of the sustaining power of the right hand. The frequency of the 421 day pulse, per Sothic year of
365 days, is .867, the code value of the inner ring of the Royal Mount Zion Seal.
44 Is. 37:3, Thus says Hezekiah, This day is a day of trouble, and of rebuke, and of
blasphemy: for the children are come to the birth, and there is not power [Heb. koach] to
bring forth. In the “womb” of the physical body, it is the subtle body which is “born
again” through the power (Heb. koach) of the right hand. John 3:6, What is born from
the flesh is flesh, what is born from the spirit is spirit.
45 The primordial egg begets creation but is not creation.
46 My yolk breaks forth a time of sorrows that this generation has known not. My yoke as easy is open to
each in order of the Procession. I have offered, I have bent the timeline, I have refrained.
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47 The bent timeline connects the spheres of Malkuth (Shekinah) to Yesod
(Foundation). This pathway at the base of the Tree is known as the “tongue
of the witnesses.” Staffs of Rebekah and Rachel form the bent timeline →
48 Take food while you can, to sustain the youth in the time of spiritual
starvation. The double portion of manna is to have enough to carry over on
the seventh day in the crossing of the bridge to the Covenant Seal. 33:155
49 Job 19:7, Behold, I cry out ‘Violence!’ and am not answered, I cry
aloud, and there is no judgment.
50 From the Zohar: Salt is the covenant (Yesod), which supports the world, as it is written: “Thus says
YHWH; If my covenant be not day and night, it were as if I had not appointed the ordinances of heaven
and earth” (Jeremiah 33:25).
51 Keep the flavor of the instruction for He wishes us to taste and see the complexities of the Treasury of
Light within the innermost mind of the Dove. In the advancing of a movement for the Tabernacle, banners
are given from that Treasury of Light.
Is. 66:9, Shall I bring to the
birth and not cause to come
forth? says YHWH: shall I
cause to bring forth, and shut
the womb? says your God.

Discreet is the house
upon the rock.

52 Ps. 60:7, Gilead is mine, and Manasseh is mine; Ephraim also is the strength of my head; Judah is my lawgiver.
53 The Academy of On has been given the banner of Rachel's staff ≮. The staff is the ancient symbol of
the first letter of the Hebrew alphabet, the letter aleph, an “α.” This earlier form of aleph symbolizes an
ox head, one of the four living creatures, part of the "chariot-throne" of God (Eze. 1:15 and Rev. 4:7).
Rachel's staff, as our banner, represents the “head of the bull,” Taurus-Orion, gateway to the Father, 𝜔.
54 Ps. 60:4, Thou hast given a banner to them that fear thee, that it may be displayed because of the
truth. Selah. Once you understand the instruction of God, you carry it to the end.
55 Rachel symbolizes Shekinah, the divine feminine Presence of God. She governs “cycles,” thus the
verse “she weeps for her children,” i.e. until they are freed from the karmic rounds (Mat. 2:18).
I have given you the staff of Rachel as a banner. I know when
it will appear before me in the Procession. I will destroy the
false apostles, then shall my fire burn the hearts of men.
56 Is. 6:3, Holy, Holy, Holy is the Lord God of Hosts, the whole world is full of His Glory. The fire of the
seven trumps, together with the shout, fells the wall of Jericho (“its moon”). Trump one,  אEnoch: fire of
the celestial grid impacts the earth grid, thus full of His Glory. Trump two,  עJacob, perpetual fire upon
the altar, Decalogue delivered. Trump three,  מImmaculate: descending fire. “She who dwells” protects
the Word. The first three trumps come together in the fourth: the Capstone returns. חיות הקודש. Behold
the true timeline and the dispensation given in Victory of the Saints of the Most High, Elyonin.
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57 Ps. 2:6-7, Yet have I set my king upon my holy hill of Zion. I will declare the Decree:
YHWH has said unto me, You are my Son; this day have I begotten you. —ho Christos.

For I
delight
in the
law of
God
after
the
inward
man.
Rom.
7:22

58 The “9” in the circle on the wing of the Dove above marks the ninth verse of Is. 31:
“And he shall pass over to his stronghold for fear, and his princes shall be terrified of the
banner,” says YHWH, whose Light is in Zion and His furnace in Jerusalem.
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59 The bull is tied to Geburah and the creative power for the image: the ox was on the left (Eze. 1:10).
The bull (or ox), as one of the four living creatures around the throne, symbolizes the process of higher
image transcription. Your eyes saw even the embryo of me (Ps. 139:16).

60 This is why the sin of the golden calf was one of the greatest sins, because it corrupted the image
making process. Fallen lords misused the power of the names of God in an attempt to create in their own
image but generated light that falls back on itself. Michael weighs and protects the seed programs.
61 In the return of the Capstone, cycles are restored, wheels within wheels, at the sounding of the seven
trumps, activating the Pillar of the Cloud by day (the Merkabah field) and the Pillar of Fire by night
(tongues of fire) opening the mouth to the pure language for all those who have golden staffs of Light.
Hosannah!
62 The seven trumps and the twelve Light codes of the Revelation Time Table are
within the mystery of release from the cycles of time. The Sacred Templates are the
pattern refined, restored and given to a people. We fill our registers with His Word
because we know Him and we love Him. Others see life going on, for us it has ended.
In Him is our new life, our home, and where we belong.
63 And they will love you and they will hate you. Feed not into their happiness nor feed into their hatred.
Take not one from the other nor take one or the other, stay right with Him.
64 The Judgments through Rebekah's staff are required to correct the
imbalance and unchain the key timing sequences that manifest the
image and open the gateway of the Exodus to this people who carry the
banner of Victory, Rachel's staff.

Timeline of Judgment

65 Rebekah and Rachel, in unity of a single staff, draw water from the
well, the judgments are delivered in perfect timing, and our garment of
image is beheld. As the bride, we ascend to enter the day of graduation
proclaiming Victory of Yeshua who comes in the name YHWH. Amen.

66 Mezuzah Or Zeh unto On, we praise you Adonai for bringing us to Life,
for giving us new names that they may be written in the Book of Life. May
we enter into the first resurrection having carried our cross to the end, in endurance, in joyful
participation and fulfillment of the work you have given each of us. May we fully embrace your teachings
that we know the Way, for you have prepared it and you have made us clean, and you are sounding the
Trumps. May we be carriers of your Peace, ever bearing the good news and proclaiming the mystery of
the last days so that the message is made known that we call upon you as our salvation unto Paradise.
“Take not of the fruits of this world,” says the Adonai Tsebayoth, “but be seated at the table that is set
with the meal for the righteous.” Amen, Amen, Amen, and Amen.
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Palanquin

67 The soul is immortal, His salvation eternal, the new Covenant everlasting,
the Light of His eyes indestructible, and His name forever. Amen.
1457 = Ps. 87:6, YHWH will count, when he writes up the people, “This one was born there.” Selah.
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